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AutoSweet helps Honda dealerships
INCREASE FACEBOOK AD 
CONVERSIONS BY 432%

Campaign Highlights

AutoSweet Partners with Dealership
A new and used Honda dealership serving the Greater Charlotte, 
North Carolina area needed to generate new leads for their BDC 
department. They began by asking successful dealers in their network for 
recommendations for an effective inventory marketing partner.

AutoSweet was recommended and partnered with the dealership to 
create an inventory marketing strategy utilizing Craigslist, Facebook 
Marketplace, and Letgo (now OfferUp).

After a few months of successfully working with AutoSweet to manage 
their classified listings, the dealer asked AutoSweet to evaluate another 
vendor’s Facebook campaign performance.

AutoSweet discovered two key problems with the other vendor’s  
Facebook campaigns:

• Stock photos were being used in advertising  
 instead of actual vehicles photos

• Traffic was being sent to the homepage 
 instead of vehicle description pages (VDPs)

This meant that traffic was being sent to non-optimized landing pages, 
which greatly impacted the dealership’s conversion rates. And, more 
importantly, the dealership was missing out on powerful vehicle 
retargeting opportunities since potential buyers were not being sent to 
the vehicles pages they were interested in researching.

INNOVATIVE MARKETING SOLUTIONS THAT DRIVE TRAFFIC, LEADS AND SALES!

AutoSweet helped 
the dealership 
generate 406 leads 
in 6 months. This 
was an increase of 
more than 300 leads 
over the previous 
6-month period with 
a similar spend.

CPM 
$6.54

Cost 
Per Click 

$0.13
Cost 

Per Lead 

$17.29
Average Click- 
Through Rate

 $4.17
Leads 

400+
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The dealer asked AutoSweet to take over their Facebook campaigns from 
the other vendor. AutoSweet started running a geo-traffic campaign which 
was shortly transitioned into a lead campaign. This lead campaign retargeted 
in-market buyers with ads for vehicles they had previously looked at using 
Facebook and Instagram.

These new AutoSweet Facebook ads displayed active inventory synced with 
the dealer’s inventory catalog daily. Now, whenever the dealership changes 
the image set or price, or if they add or delete a vehicle, AutoSweet updates 
their catalog with new Facebook ads automatically. 

The new ads also used actual vehicle images and sent potential buyers to 
specific VDPs instead of the dealership’s homepage.

After seven months 
of recording new lead data, 
the results were clear:

Cost per thousand (CPM) 
Impressions was reduced by 

25%
Cost-per-click was reduced by 

46%
Cost-per-lead was reduced by 

89%
Conversion rates improved by 

432%

AutoSweet is certified with all major DMS providers, such as CDK Global, PBS, AutoSoft, Frazer, and DealerCenter. 
AutoSweet has completed the certification process in the Reynolds Certified Interface (RCI) Program.

... whenever the 
dealership changes 
the image set or price, 
or if they add or delete 
a vehicle, AutoSweet 
updates their catalog 
with new Facebook 
ads automatically. 
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